Springhaven Woods Discovery Camp

Come explore with us! Discover the wonders of nature with Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math. Our STEAM curriculum will challenge campers to become scientists and engineers, and unleash their imagination as we investigate local woods and streams.

Camp Session One  6/29 – 7/2  Stop, Snap and Cache
Do you want to be a filmmaker? Learn about the science of film and animation, and produce a “Stop Motion” video about protecting the outdoors. Find Geocaches using compasses and GPS technology. Explore woodland trails for nature’s hidden treasures. Visit the WoodMobile and discover our forests’ TREMENDOUS renewable resource.

Camp Session Two  7/6 – 7/9  Up, Up and Away
Explore the skies! From drone technology and coding to hot air balloon design, this week will challenge any young engineer. Hike the trails and observe nature’s magnificent flying machines, birds, bees and butterflies. Design and program a robot and learn why robotics are important for the future.

Camp Session Three  7/13 – 7/16  Muck, Yuck and Slimy Things
Get your feet wet and discover the underwater creatures in our ponds or navigate streams for hidden creatures under rocks and mud. Learn about aquaponics and make your own underwater garden. Challenge your engineering skills, build a bridge to test your bridge design and construction. Recycle and upcycle cardboard into a creative work of art.

Session Price: $155  Time: 8:30 am – 3:30 pm
Ages: Completed Kindergarten to 5th Grade
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springavenuevents@gmail.com  717-507-9225